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Using Remote Cameras to Capture Animal Behavior

Taking videos of animals in nature often reveals behavior that is difficult and
sometimes impossible to get by taking photos yourself. Also using a camera
remotely without a human nearby sometimes helps even more.
I will discuss what has worked best for me. Also I will cover equipment that is much less expensive than the “Professional” video equipment that is available.
You can easily extract single photos from a video. These can then be worked on in photoshop and saved at 300 dpi
as a tiff which helps you to use them for other purposes. Usually they are of sufficient size and quality to be used
in books and other publications. And they are certainly good for power point presentations and any use online.
Almost all photos in this book are extracted frames from video.
The three camera types that I will cover include GoPro, Trail Cameras, and regular cameras used remotely. The photo
below is an example of a photo extracted from a video taken with a GoPro camera. The photo is 6.4 x 3.5 inches
at 300 dpi which is a good size for most publications.

In my opinion working with these cameras to capture animal behavior you are only limited by your imagination. It
is fun to read about or see something in nature and then try to figure out how to get a video of the event.
If you are interested in seeing the actual videos you can go to my website https://www.naturebob.com/ and by going
to the section on videos. You can then type in the search box the subject you are interested in. For example to see
the videos taken of harbor seals underwater just type in seals and you can see links to all of them.
Doug Jones and I did a review of all the different ways we have worked with videos. You can see it here. This pdf
has links to the various videos about each subject.
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Using a GoPro
GoPros are my favorite camera to use for documenting animal behavior. I use the GoPro 3 to 4 models because they
will accept a re-fuel battery that allows them to run in the video mode for about 9 hours. Also these older models
are less expensive and you can usually find one for about $200. The re-fuel battery cost from $50 to $100.
A re-fuel battery is now available for the GoPro 7 but I have not tried it. It appears that they will video for about 9
hours and it looks more compact than the earlier models.
Another advantage is their small size. This means the camera will be less obvious to animals and can be easily
camouflaged. I usually use the SanDisc Ultra 128 GB micro disc and set the camera to take a video at 1080 -60 in
the wide (W) mode.
Mounting the GoPro on a 2 or 5 pound dive weight makes it very easy to place them underwater and on land. I use
the heavier weight in fast flowing streams and sometimes in saltwater. A small bubble leveller placed on the top of
the camera helps to focus it in a level position.
You can also put them on a hiking pole with a camera mount and stick it underwater to capture creatures swimming
by. I sometimes attach the pole to a dock with a small bungee cord to help steady the camera. Also this allows you
to walk away so your presence doesn’t disturb some water birds and mammals. It is best to choose a pole that will
float in case you accidentally drop it in the water.
This shows the
two dive weights
with the GoPros
mounted on them
(2 and 5 pounds)

I think GoPro cameras do a great job capturing Animal behavior. They have a large depth of field so the creature is
usually in complete focus and the background, such as the mountains, are also in focus. Their image quality is also
very good. Over the years I have worked with nature photographers from professional companies and they often
use GoPros to capture certain behavior.
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American Dippers “flying” underwater can be
captured with a GoPro set on a dive weight. I
usually look for places where these birds are
feeding on aquatic insects. Piles of woody
debris are good places to look because they
often contain a lot of aquatic insects.
It is best to wait until the bird leaves the area
and then set the camera focused on the pile of
debris. I usually let the camera run for about two
hours in the video mode. Sometimes it helps to
watch the area from some distance away with
binoculars. This helps to learn where best to
place the camera.
The whitish coloration of some of their feathers
is typical because the waterproofing reflects
light.
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The top photo shows a dipper turning a log over by grasping the log with its beak. The bottom photo
shows it looking under the log for aquatic insects.
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Filming Harbor Seals underwater has been a very exciting endeaver for me. I have been amazed at their behavior,
the sounds they make, and how they interact with each other. To do this I look for places where they are interacting
above water and then try to set the GoPro out at a minus tide and usually pick it up at minus tide the next day. I
use the heavier 5 pound dive weight because sometimes the seals will accidently brush against the camera. Also
they are very curious and will occasionally nuzzle the camera.

I was fascinated by their ability to sleep underwater. They typically would sleep for about 20 to 25 minutes before
going to the water surface for more air. To do this they slow their heart rate, stop their breathing, and shunt blood
flow to the brain, heart, and muscles when starting a dive. They have positively charged oxygen-binding proteins,
called myoglobin, in their muscles. This enables them to keep a larger store of oxygen on which to draw while
underwater.
Most of these videos have been taken at about 15 to 20 feet underwater. Besides the good quality videos that the
GoPros can do underwater they also record sound fairly well. The seals would often make different “grunting” like
sounds and also slap their bellies with their front flippers.
In general I have found it is best to not point the camera in the direction of the sun. This sometimes produces many
over exposed spots. Bright cloudy days seem to give the best results.
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The upper photo shows a couple of seals sleeping underwater and the lower photo shows one waking up.
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Fish Behavior is fairly easy to video underwater with a GoPro. However to catch salmon in the spawning act usually
requires many tries and lots of patience. I usually watch where a female is digging intently and then set the GoPro
focused on that spot. The heavier weight is important because the excitement of the males often tips the camera
over. This photo shows chum salmon releasing their sperm and eggs.

This female Chum Salmon is preparing the nest
to deposite the eggs.

Then she releases her eggs and the male
deposites his sperm.

The female then moves a little upstream and
starts to cover the nest with gravel. Once she is
satisfied that the nest is ok she will often move
upstream and start excavating another area to
lay more eggs.
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The video of a male Three-spine Stickleback protecting its nest is one of the
best ones I have ever taken. Male sticklebacks build a nest out of vegetation and
then entice a female to enter the nest to
lay her eggs while he fertilizes them in
the nest. The male then protects the eggs
and the newly hatched young until they
are ready to leave the nest. This video
was taken in an intertidal slough so its
connection to saltwater caused lots of
Staghorn Sculpins to enter as the tide
advanced.

What this stickleback went through to protect its nest was absolutely amazing. I suspect this had never
been filmed before. As the tide advanced lots of these fairly large Staghorn Sculpins swam by. Eventually
one settled down near the sticklebacks nest. The stickleback repeatedly attacked the sculpin and eventually
drove it away. But then the sculpin came back and tried to eat the stickleback. By advancing the video one
frame at a time I could see the stickleback darting away almost from the sculpins mouth. This happened a
couple more times. The stickleback persisted and eventually drove the sculpin away.
I was very pleased at how the GoPro worked. I found its nest by sitting on the bank with binoculars and
noticed this male hovering over a spot and it appeared to be fanning the eggs. I left the GoPro running in
the video mode for about two hours.
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I once found a salmon carcass (complete) in saltwater. For several days I focused a GoPro on it while it was mostly
underwater. Several creatures came to feed on it including Dungeness Crabs, Staghorn Sculpins, Gunnels, and
Starry Flounders. This photo shows the carcass fairly well decomposed with a school of Pink Salmon swimming by.

On one occasion when I was filming underwater off a dock the camera slipped out of my hand and sank
to the bottom. About a week later a diving friend retrieved it. Apparently it landed on the bottom with the
lens focused towards the surface and this group of herring swam by.
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Finding a place where Pacific herring concentrate and putting a GoPro in the area can yield some interesting results.
Sometimes you can capture in the video something chasing the herring and you might capture them spawning. What
is also interesting is the creatures you may see with the herring swimming overhead. Below are two of my favorities.

This is a Dungeness Crab looking up at the herring swimming above. These crabs are very curious and often come
up and stare at the camera or even scratch their backs on it.

This is a Roughback Sculpin beneath the school of herring. I had never seen one of these scupins before so was
quite excited to have captured it on film.
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Filming diving birds underwater can be fairly easy
to do with a GoPro. The photo on the left shows
a Common Murre diving. This was filmed from a
dock with the GoPro attached to a pole. These birds
are considered one of the deepest diving birds in
Alaska. They are known to dive over 300 feet
underwater.
I was pleased to capture it with its wings outstretched
because these birds “fly” underwater. I tried to document as many diving birds as I could and put together
a video titled “How Deep can they Dive.”

Birds that dive and capture food underwater near shore are the easiest ones to film. Its best to watch places first
at some distance with binoculars. And then try to determine areas that they frequent the most. Then set the GoPro out at a low tide and hope. This photo shows Barrow’s Goldeneyes feeding underwater. These birds propel
themselves underwater with their feet as shown in the bird on the right.
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These two photos show how the Barrow’s Goldeneye finds and gets food underwater. When swimming along at
the surface they often look underwater (upper photo). Then they will dive down and try to grab what they want.
Blue Mussels are one of their favorite foods which they usually break loose from the bottom and swallow whole
(lower photo).
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Using the GoPro above water and on land. The upper photo shows an American Dipper bringing a salmon fry in
front of a GoPro that is running in the video mode. The lower photo shows the event from the camera’s perspective.
In this video the dipper swallowed the fish and then burst into song. In the detail that the camera captured you can
identify the fish (chum salmon fry) and see the entire habitat including the distant mountains.
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Ravens are really fun to video with a GoPro. In the upper photo the raven dug this fish out of the fucus a long way
from the water and ate it in front of the camera. The fish was very much alive. I asked a person from NOAA that
specialized in the marine fishes of Alaska what it was and learned it was a Prickleback called a High Cockscomb.
I then learned that these fish can obsorb oxygen through their skin and can live out of water for many hours. By
turning over rocks I found them to be quite common along our shoreline.
Ravens are also very skilled at finding and digging Pacific sand lance out of the sand when the tide receeds. Again I
learned a lot from the bird about where and when these fish can be found. Gulls and eagles seem incapable of finding
them and usually try to rob them from the ravens and crows. This has resulted in several videos about these fish.
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Hoary Marmots often live along our saltwater beaches. I would frequently see them venturing out to a rock on a
sunny day and sitting and seeming to just enjoy the view. I would sometimes put a GoPro focused on a particular rock
that a marmot often used and leave it run in the video mode for several hours. Much to my surprise the camera would
sometimes capture a crow harrassing the marmot. The crow would dive at the marmot or even pull its tail causing it
to abandoned the spot. These two photos illustrate this behavior. I really like the perspective that this camera gives.
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Sometimes putting a GoPro focused on a place that marmots
frequent can result in images
that would be very difficult to
otherwise obtain. These marmots are very wary of human
presence but usually tolerate a
small camera nearby. Although I
have seen them sniff and touch
the cameras. Once I put a GoPro
near the entrance of a marmots
den. When it noticed the camera
it would not enter the den.
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Using a Trail Camera
Most trail cameras are fairly inexpensive and cost under $200. I think they do a great job of capturing animal
behavior that would otherwise be very difficult to get with a regular camera. So far the ones I like the best are the
Browning Strike Force and the Browning Dark OPS. Both will focus as close as three feet and do very well at night.
There are many ways to attach these
cameras. Such as with straps, poles,
tripods, and screw mounts.
The one mount I like the best is the
HME Trail Camera Holder shown in
the photo to the left. These seem to
screw into trees well and are easy to
adust.
Another advantage of these cameras
is they can be used under any weather
conditions.
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Timelapse Mode
The advantage of using a trail
camera in the Timelapse mode is
you can pick up creatures at some
distance away. In the photo below
a black bear was feeding in this
meadow which was full of bog
cranberries. Then you can take a
photo of what the bear is probably
eating, which helps tell the story.
I usually set the timelapse mode
to take a photo every minute from
sunrise to sunset everyday. Usually
almost anything that happens in
the area you are covering will be
recorded. When using the timelapse
mode you do not have to be concerned about a creature being able
to trigger the camera in the video or
photo mode. This can also be very
useful in areas where wind blowing
branches or leaves about would
trigger a Trailcam.
The main problem with using the
timelapse mode is it will not work at
night. If you want to determine what
also occurs during darkness it is best
to use the video mode.
I have been pleased by how long
these cameras will run in the
timelapse mode. Using lithium
batteries and about a 128 GB card
you can leave it for at least 32 days
and probably much longer.
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When using timelapse to show weather changes or changes in vegetation having an animal appear can really enhance the video. The photos to the right show a timelapse photo from a trailcam focused on Mendenhall Lake and
the Glacier. It was exciting that these Trumpeter Swans showed up on one of the days.
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Squirrels Harvesting and Eating Toxic Mushrooms This was a fairly easy project to work on because these
red squirrels are quite common in the Juneau area. Also in our normal rainy fall periods lots of these mushrooms
grow above ground. I had an overall project trying to determine the various creatures that come to and feed on
mushrooms. I would let the trail cameras run for several days and was amazed at what visited these mushrooms
when I wasn’t nearby. Of special interest to me were the banana slugs and land snails which I hardly ever saw just
wandering about looking for them.

It is well known in the literature that Red Squrrels harvest mushrooms, usually in the fall, dry
and store them and eat them in winter. I wanted
to document this behavior so in the fall I would
place a trail camera focused on some mushrooms in the forest.
Of interest is the ones they took the most were
mushrooms that were considered toxic to humans. The upper photo shows a squirrel taking
a Russula emetica and the lower photo shows
one harvesting a Amanita regalis. Both of these
species can be toxic to humans and often cause
hallucinations. Perhaps munching on these mushrooms in winter helps the squirrel enjoy life!
One study mentioned that the red squirrel has been credited with eating 89 species of fungi, more than
any other mycophagist (one that eats fungi).
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Snowshoe Hares in Winter Doug and I have rarely seen or been able to photograph a snowshoe hare during the
day. So in winter when there was snow on the ground we looked for areas where there were lots of hare tracks.
Then we would set up trail cameras focused on one of these active areas. Despite leaving them run for several days
we would mostly get video clips of them at night. We also wondered what they were feeding on. The lower photo
shows one eating an old Sitka spruce branch and needles. Of interest is one of the cameras, a BIRDCAM PRO, uses
LED lights which did not seen to alarm the hares.
I thought it was interesting that this camera still operated at these low temperatures.
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Black Bear Eating Northern Groundcone is a project that Doug Jones and I worked on. We looked for areas where
groundcone had been dug up and set up two trail cameras. One was focused at a distance to show the general
habitat the bear was feeding in (top photo). And the other camera was placed closer to the plants (bottom photo).
After we obtained footage of a bear digging up and eating the groundcone we carefully looked at the area. We were
surprised at what we learned (see next page).
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The groundcone that the bear was eating was all below the surface of the soil. It looked like the above. The
groundcone that had emerged above the soil surface earlier the bear was not eating.
In doing literature search about this plant we discovered that it typically emerges above the soil surface in
early summer. We also discovered and filmed numerous bumblebees visiting the flowers.
This plant apparently grows below ground in the fall and overwinters in the above stage and then emerges
above ground the next spring- early summer. The bears we filmed and areas we saw dug up all occurred in
mid to late October. This was at a time when many of the salmon were done spawning and no longer available for bears.
This plant may be especially important to help some
bears prepare for hibernation. We collected several of
them and will send them off
for nutrional analysis.
Thanks to the bear and
trail cameras we learned
a lot!

This is what bear scat looks like
when a bear has been feeding
on Northern Groundcone.
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Beavers Eating and Falling Large Cottonwood Trees is another project Doug and I worked on for almost two
months. We see lots of cottonwood trees felled by beavers in the Juneau area. But we had never seen a beaver
working on a tree. We would look for a tree that beavers had obviously started chewing and would set up a trail
camera focused on the tree and in the video capture mode. The upper photo shows a beaver working on a tree in
the water and the bottom one working on a tree out of the water.
We were pleased that the Browning Trail Cameras recorded the sound of the beavers chewing.
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One real advantage of these trail cameras is you can set the date and time. This allows fairly precise information
on when and how long the beavers work on the trees.
In general here is what we have learned so far:
They worked on the trees only during the hours of darkness mostly between about 8 p.m. and 6 a.m. in October in
the Juneau, area.
The total time spent chewing ranged from 13 to 18 minutes per night. When chewing they would occasionally stop
and eat a strip of the cottonwood bark.
It usually took several nights, up to around 9, before the tree would fall. Sometimes the beavers would wait several
days before returning to chew on the tree.
Of special interest is in working on about 7 different cottonwood trees we have yet to record the tree falling while
the beaver was working on it. This indicates that most of the trees may fall in the wind or just time. Can beavers
sense this and know when to leave a tree alone? It certainly would help them avoid getting hurt by a falling tree.

We once had a trail camera focused on a animal trail near a beaver pond. A beaver came along rolled over on its
back on the ground and started grooming itself.
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Beavers Putting Mud on their Lodge For this project we looked for areas on beaver lodges where it appeared
beavers were using when they brought mud out of the water. By focusing a trail camera on these places we were
able to capture what they were doing.
The most interesting thing we learned is the beavers carried the mud with their front legs and walked upright onto
the lodge. At one location two beavers worked continually packing mud on their lodge throughout the hours of
darkness. The cameras never captured them doing this during daylight hours.

Leaving a trail camera
focused on these areas over several days
revealed a variety of
creatures visited the
beaver lodge.
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The most common visitors were Bald Eagles, Mink, and Black Bears as shown in these three photo clips. In addition
the cameras saw Deer Mice, Voles, River Otters, Great Blue Herons and Black-billed Magpies.
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What Visits and helps Pollinate the White Bog Orchid Marlin Bowles and I have been working on a project
concerning the orchids of Southeast Alaska. One aspect of this project is trying to determine what insect helps
pollinate the various orchids.
The BIRDCAM PRO trail camera has the ability to change the focusing distance to as close as six inches from the
subject. So I decided to set one up focused on these orchids.

These photos show the main visitor and
probable pollinator of these orchids was the
Bedstraw Hawkmoth (Sphinx gallii). Of interest is this moth only visited the orchids during
daylight hours. In these photos you can see
the pollinia, the mass of pollen grains, from
the orchid attached to the moths proboscis.
This is good evidence that this moth is a major
pollinator of these white bog orchids. Without
the use of this camera we probably would not
have been able to document this event.
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Mink Behavior is a project that Doug and I have used trail cameras in several different places. One happening that
surprised us was a mink bringing in Dungeness Crabs to one of its “living areas” in the ground. The videos showed
these crabs were alive and struggling with their claws. Our work also indicated that a mink has several different
places it visits in a part of the woods. Some appear to be places to store their food and others appear to be places
they rest and sleep.
At night most trail cameras use infrared lights which usually cause a reflection in the animals’ eyes as shown in this
upper photo. The BIRDCAM PRO trail camera uses LED lights which does not cause this reflection (lower photo). I
was surprised that the animals we have worked with at night so far (mink, flying squirrel and snowshoe hare) do
not react to these lights. However, we humans can certainly notice them which could be a problem in leading other
people to the camera.
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Using a Regular Camera
This certainly is one of the most efficient and easier ways to film animal behavior. I now take mostly videos in
nature. I prefer the prosumer type cameras because some have a good zoom range. Compared to the DSLR
cameras they have a higher depth of field, will last longer in the video mode, and some can take videos at 120
and 240 fps. And best of all they are much lighter and easier to pack around.
I have really liked the Panasonic FZ series. Partly because they will easily accept the Raynox telephoto lens and
the Raynox super macro lens which allows you to more easily video creatures from a longs ways off and film
tiny subjects such as insects. These cameras are not very expensive ($200-$600) and the Raynox lenses cost
around $100 each. And compared to regular video cameras you always have a camera with you to take individual
photos.

While you can and often do just take your videos while looking through the eye piece or at the viewing screen; using
these cameras remotely often gives the best results. Most animals will accept a camera by itself but not a human nearby.
It helps to use a medium weight tripod for taking videos. I prefer the SLIK Travel Pro model. It has a built in leveler, a
good panning head, quick release plate, and is light and compact enough to easily carry with you.
In the following pages I present of few of my favorite documentations of animal behavior.
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Searching for a Female Usually later in the salmon run I notice the black bears picking up salmon, often smelling
or looking at the vent area, and if it is not a female they drop it back in the water. If it is a female they take it to shore
or up on the bank and usually press the salmons belly and slurp up the eggs that come out. Even if one egg falls on
the ground they often reach down and lick it up.
I once looked at about 18 salmon on the upper bank of a stream well above the water level. All of the fish were
females and none had been opened or eaten by bears. The bears simply moved them to high ground and pressed
on their bellies to extrude the eggs
This young bear gently picked up about
six salmon in the stream before it found
a female. Then it brought it up on to the
stream bank and started eating the eggs.
It spent close to five minutes pressing on
the salmon and licking up the eggs. Any
egg that fell on the ground it would lap
up. It was amazing to watch this behavior.
The bear was not only fairly gentle with
the salmon but very thorough looking for
the eggs. I never once saw it bite into the
flesh of the salmon. When it was done
and walked away the salmon was still
alive.
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Bears Like to Play Almost every time I am filming bears, if there are a couple together, they will usually take a break
from fishing and play. Most often it is the kids but sometimes it occurs with the older ones. In the upper photo of
black bears it may be two youngsters that grew up together and are still hanging out.
The same occurs with the brown bears. The photo on the left shows two youngsters playing in the stream. The right
hand photo shows an older brown bear enjoying taking a bath. It swam about in the water for several minutes on
a hot sunny day.
Once, on another hot sunny day, I decided to relax in a pond in the alpine after a fairly strenuous hike. In an adjacent
pond a black bear was also relaxing in the water. It was a memorable experience.
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Filming a Common Merganser Nest Site According to the literature very little is known about the nesting habits
of Common Mergansers and the locations of their nest. Two friends spotted a nesting site above Nugget Falls at
the Mendenhall Glacier and showed it to me.
I wanted to take a video of the site and hopefully document the female merganser at the site. The location was a
long ways off so I used a Panasonic FZ-200 camera with a Raynox telephoto attached to the camera. This gave a
telephoto equivalent of 2,560 mm in the digital mode.
I set up the camera on a sturdy tripod and would run it in the video mode for about four hours each day. The video
would run for about 1.5 hours before I had to change the battery. So I would walk away from the camera but had to
keep an eye on it because of the large number of tourists that came out to look at the falls.
After several hours and a few days of filming the camera caught the female leaving the nest on two different occasions. Apparently she got the young down to the lake on June 8 or 9. I visited a nearby stream on June 9 and there
she was with eleven kids. An amazing event to have gotten her kids down that long and steep rock face all the way
to the lake.

This shows where the Common Merganser
nest is located and the overall area.

This is the entrance hole to the nest.

The adult female Merganser emerged from her nest
on June 5 and flew down to Mendenhall Lake.

This shows the female merganser again on June 8.
On this day or the next she brought her kids down to
the lake.
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On June 9th I visited a nearby
stream and saw the female
Common Merganser with her
chicks on a rock. This mean’t she
had got her chicks all the way
down the rock face to the lake on
either the 8th or early on the 9th.

She typically lead her chicks
throughout the stream to areas
where they could find food,
probably mostly aquatic insects.
The chicks would often hop on
her back for a free ride. A really
fun event to see.
At this point she had a total of 11
chicks which she would protect
for the next several months.

In another year I photographed
this Common Merganser and
her chicks on a rock in Mendenhall Lake. I wonder if it was the
same female.
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Three Baby Marmots on June 1 along a Saltwater Beach. Most behavioral research on marmots has concentrated on those that live in the alpine. So I was quite interested in the Hoary Marmots that lived along our beaches
in the Juneau area. I often visited an area where I knew two adult marmots lived. On one visit three babies came
out of their den. Based on what I have read about marmots I suspected this was either the first time or certainly
one of the few times they had experienced their surroundings. They were extremely curious, smelling different
rocks and gnawing on wood. To document some of their behavior I set the camera in the video mode on a tripod
and then sat down in the beach foliage out of sight.
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Watching a Bald Eagles Nest from
Start to Finish. One sunny warm day
in Spring I was sitting on a bench in a
Juneau harbor eating lunch. Two eagles
were perched together on a railing in
front of me. For the heck of it I focused
a camera on them in the video mode
and continued to eat lunch. Much to my
surprise they suddenly mated and I was
able to get a video of the event.

Later I saw the eagles working on a nest adjacent
to a Coast Guard dock in the harbor. I got permission from them to take photos of the nest from
their dock. I then visited the site once about every
two weeks and focused the camera on the nest
in the video mode. I would let it run for about 2
hours and would often completely leave the area.
I got lots of interesting footage and eventually put
together a film about the event. Here are images
of three memorable times.
The first is a photo from a video clip taken in the
pouring rain. Eagle nests are usually not protected
from above and the eaglets get really drenched
and do not appear very happy. Their parents
however can perch under heavy branches out of
the rain.
The second photo from a video clip shows an
eaglet pooping. They typically send their poop
out of the nest area. By advancing the video clip
one frame at a time I was able to capture its poop
in mid-air.
The last photo from a video clip shows one of the
eaglets practicing moving its wings and getting
ready to fledge. Both eaglets successfully fledged
and I was able to film the final event. After fledging
they would occasionly come back to the nest for
a rest or to eat some leftovers.
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At an American Dippers Nest Site Doing a project involving these aquatic song birds is always fun and interesting. Usually I put the camera on a tripod, focus on the nest site, and let the video run for about two hours. To avoid
disturbing the dippers I try to film them from as far away as possible in the telephoto mode. Also I will usually leave
the area while the camera is running.
The left photo clip shows the adult at the nest site with two of the youngsters begging for food. The photo clip to the
right was after the youngsters had fledged. The adult was bringing in new material to work on the nest. Perhaps
they were preparing to nest again, which sometimes happens.

After leaving the nest the juveniles often wait in one spot for the parent to come with some aquatic insects. I would
usually focus the camera on a youngster and start the video. This helped capture that special moment which sometimes happens so fast it is difficult to capture in the photo mode.
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Capturing a Special Moment I think filming a subject really helps capture a special moment which might be more
difficult with taking a photo. The moose eating buckbean was filmed by focusing the camera on the moose and
backing away. This highly nutritious aquatic plant is very important for moose so it was good to document the event.
The American Three-toed Woodpecker is a rare bird in Southeast Alaska. Finding a nest was exciting. I had to set
up the camera fairly close to the nest site and leave the area. Getting a photo clip of it feeding the youngster and
showing its three toes was very special. Most other woodpeckers have four toes.
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Using Remote Cameras to Capture Animal Behavior

Crab Spider Behavior was a very challenging and rewarding project. They are very sensitive to any movement
so the best way to film them was to set up the camera focused on a flower they visited and leave the area. I spent
many days and hours taking videos of their behavior. Here are a couple of the highlights.

Female crab spiders sometimes grab and eat the
males that try to mate with them. This shows a
female eating a male and another male comes and
mates with her. I did not know this was happening
until I looked at the video.

According to the literature bumblebees are very important food for the female crab spiders. They help provide the
needed nourishment for the female to successfully produce young. The spiders were very patient and persistent
and would spend hours trying to catch a bumblebee. Once they catch one they have to paralize it very quickly. This
shows a female spider sucking the nutrients out of a bumblebee.
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